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Please provide a better tutorial on how to upgrade your planet and such functions. There is no in-game tutorial either.. Please
provide a better tutorial on how to upgrade your planet and such functions. There is no in-game tutorial either.. This game
definitely has a steep learning curve, which stopped me from playing it for a while, but once you learn how the game actually
works it becomes a lot of fun. It has some drawbacks, like how upgrading anything but weapons at the beginning leads to instant
death, and the default settings being weird, but it also has some fun gameplay, oodles of replayability, and bunch of weapons
and enemies. Furthermore, this game looks great and I have yet to encounter any bugs in it. In short: Worth the two dollars you
should get it.. This game definitely has a steep learning curve, which stopped me from playing it for a while, but once you learn
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how the game actually works it becomes a lot of fun. It has some drawbacks, like how upgrading anything but weapons at the
beginning leads to instant death, and the default settings being weird, but it also has some fun gameplay, oodles of replayability,
and bunch of weapons and enemies. Furthermore, this game looks great and I have yet to encounter any bugs in it. In short:
Worth the two dollars you should get it.. It needs a bit more polish before it's as accessible as say, downwell.but it's charming
and fun in its own, minimal way.. It needs a bit more polish before it's as accessible as say, downwell.but it's charming and fun
in its own, minimal way.
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